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The Home Brick project explores the ephemeral nature of voice. The project 
evolved through a journey thinking about informal personal archiving 
practices, the process and value of collecting regional accents, and the 
‘sensation of home’. With a focus on how intangible qualities of spoken 
word and voice might be manifested in a tangible way; for this prototype we 
asked people to provide a sentence about what home means to them and 
embedded these views and feelings within the form of the brick as a symbol 
of home. Just as an accent or dialect picks up inflections and influences, the 
brick can be constituted of materials sourced from an array of locations that 
match where the participant identifies as home. 

The Home Brick offers an opportunity for the audience to feel an accent and 
engage in a physical way with intangible sensations of home and identity. This 
sculptural archive gives mass, weight and a surface, encouraging the audience 
to engage with a broader spectrum of sensation and challenges conventional 

forms of the audio archive.

Why was the resource created and for what audience?

The Home Brick is a voice cast in 
clay, an aural archive solidified in terra 
firma; printing a participants voice into 
a humble brick.

Personal archives

Accents, voices and location-specific 
sound archives  

The sensation of Home

Brickmaking process
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Throughout the project we have thought about different ways in which the 
Home Brick could be used. Including but not limited to: 

• Passing on voice/accent through generations 

• Part of a community art project where people’s voices become embedded 
in place, empowering ownership, and belonging 

• The bricks could be used in the fabric of buildings to record the voices of 
previous occupants

The bricks would be made using clays created from ground local to the 
collected voice, or with layers that represent different places. The place 
becomes embedded in the brick, as does the voice.

How will the resource be put to use? 

Is it sustainable and accessible?

Built from sustainable resources (dirt, mud and clay), the Home Brick is 
accessible to all and forges an interactive experience. The construction of the 
artefact draws upon ancestral skills that have housed humanity for multiple 
millennia. The audience can engage in creating a home brick in a garden or 
local park, accessing their heritage and forming a unique building material. It 
comes from the ground and can be returned to the ground. The filaments we 
are using to 3D print the voice profiles are all biodegradable. 

The Home Brick offers a rich multi-sensory experience, encouraging users to 
engage in unique interactions with the physical manifestation of voice. We 
acknowledge that the way the brick privileges voice may mean for people with 
some sensory impairments, the experience is not as powerful or relatable. In 
future prototypes of the Home Brick we hope to explore ways in which the 
artefact can be more accessible by working with a wide community of people, 
discussing their experiences.



In this project we have developed a methodology for harvesting voices and 
casting them into a brick form which captures intangible heritage and forms 
a tactile sonic archive of voice. We have explored various approaches and 
methods which are both digital and analogue when thinking about the form 
that the artefact could take including online visualisations, 3D printed spectral 
pitch display and 3D printed houses with spectrograms sculpted onto the roof. 
Throughout our process we have considered the relationship between the 
source audio, physical representation of the audio and the playback from the 
physical artefact. We have also explored the inclusion of a mechanism to play 
back the audio when the artefact is used to interact with a digital device, this 
could be RFID, Bluetooth and/or index cards.

An iterative process has allowed us to reflect on each version giving the artefact 
a micro heritage of its own. We would encourage others to not see the process 
and product as sperate entities, for us the brick output is as important as the 
process. Our recollections and memories of the sensations we’ve experienced in 
making, designing and collaborating have been a key part of this process. 

There are a diminishing number of craftspeople who continue to make bricks by 
hand, making this an interesting process to explore, particularly because of how 
tactile and sensation rich the process is. The intersection between emergent 
technologies and traditional craft practices is an important part of the project. 
As a physical artefact the Home Brick offers the audience a visual experience, 
with texture, contours, shape and colours from the collected clay acting as a 
gateway to a digital recording. 
 

Why have you chosen to use the approach/methods applied? 

IMAGE TEXTURE OF 
SOUND ON BRICK



What are the basic steps you followed in putting together the resource?What are the basic steps you followed in putting together the resource?

Thinking about ‘sensation’

Image references:
Shoe box image: www.scanmyfilm.com
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Personal archive
 

Identity and regional accents (voice)  

Relationship between sound and touch

Exploring sound archives and shoe boxes

Shoebox and voice recognition 
(e.g. IBM (1961) Shoebox) 

Archives of voices 
(e.g. British Library - Evolving English VoiceBank)
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Ideas for prototype

Voices/Accents in an interactive shoebox 

Connections with earth / mountainous terrain 
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Image references:
IBM (1961) Shoebox from IBM Archives
https://mediacenter.ibm.com/media/%281961%29+Shoebox+-
+IBM+Archives+%2878-013%29/0_4m2ynnkk

Image references:
Drawing of a shoebox containing voices and phrases connected 
to 3D representations of the expressions

Research for prototype

3D representations of spectrogram

Trigger mechanisms for playing back audio
(sensors or machine learning?)
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Image references:
Obama Next Industrial Revolution voice print by Giles 
Azzaro - www.gillesazzaro.com

Developing a workflow

Process of converting spectrogram in to 3D model
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Image references:
Top images: Screen shot of converting voice recordings to 
3D model for 3D printing

Using a trigger word to collect accents
 

Chose a word with emotional qualities

The content of the archive: Collecting voices

For this prototype we collected voices 
from friends and family but with more 
time we would explore collecting from 

particular geographical locations or 
selected communities
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HOMEHOME

Please state the word home 
and describe 

what it means to you 
in less than 30 seconds....

Developing the prototype

Considering forms the voice artefact could 
take, we decided to explore the brick making 

process as the brick could be a symbol of 
home, it engages with terrain and is a very 

tactile craft.
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Image references:
Images of the outcomes of exploring the process of brick 
making

Outcome
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Image references:
Prototype of the Home Brick

The Home Brick
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Spectral pitch display used as a 

height map in 3ds Max to generate a 

3D representation of the sound
Home Brick

The model generated in 3ds Max 

is 3D printed.

A mould is made in order to cast 

the brick
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Electronics are added to the brick so 

that the audio can be played back.

Building the 
prototype



We embrace the uncertainty of how people might relate and engage with the 
Home Brick. Home is a deeply personal concept/sensation, linked to identity, 
and therefore we encourage the audience to engage with the Home Brick 
on their own terms. We acknowledge that we have followed the path most 
relatable to our own concepts of home. In some cultures the Home Brick may 
be alienating and it is therefore important that we remain open to alternative 
versions of this project exploring different representations of Home. The use 
of physical earth perhaps forms some relatable concept and sensation for all. 
Earth, with a capital E is at least for now the simplest commonly identifiable 
place that we all live and associate with Home, who knows how this would be 
seen or viewed in the future.

How have you acknowledged uncertainty in the resource? 

“Home is a place where I feel comfortable, where I can put on some slippers 

and truly relaxed.  It’s warm, safe and quiet.  On a summer’s morning I’m 

alone with the birds in contemplation with a cup of coffee.  It’s my retreat, my 

solace and my place to be me.  I welcome friends and family with warmth and 

generosity.  We laugh and bond together regularly.   For me, home isn’t a place 

it’s a feeling of ultimate contentment, a visceral emotion.”

PARTICIPANT A

“HOME”



Collections of accents

British Library, 2021. Evolving English VoiceBank - Accents and 
dialects. [online] Available at: <https://sounds.bl.uk/Accents-and-
dialects/Evolving-English-VoiceBank>  

Voice and anthropology

Schäfers, M., 2017. Voice. Cambridge Encyclopedia of Anthropology. 
[online] Available at: <https://www.anthroencyclopedia.com/entry/
voice>. 

Supporting evidence and references

Brick making craft

The making of bricks by hand is an endangered craft in the UK with 
only 16 current professionals.  The craft of itinerant/travelling brick 
making is critically endangered.   

Carpenter, D., 2017. Brick making. [online] Heritage Crafts 
Association. Available at: <https://heritagecrafts.org.uk/brick-
making> 

Making clay

AVmake, 2018. How To Make Clay From Dirt [video online]. Available 
at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfo-Ndib_fg> 

Andy Ward’s Ancient Pottery, 2019. How To Make Clay From Dirt - 4 
Simple Steps [video online]. Available at: <https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Yu7DwSs_vsU> 

Brickmaking

Townsends, 2020. The Ancient Art Of Brickmaking - Impervious 
Building Blocks Handmade From The Earth [video online]. Available 
at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzJoImT__xc> 

Excavation

Roskams, S., 2010. Excavation: Cambridge Manuals in Archaeology. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Brickmaking Accents and voices

Sound

The spectrogram and speech

Feaster, P., 2014. What is Paleospectrophony? Griffonage-Dot-Com. 
Available at: <https://griffonagedotcom.wordpress.com/2014/10/15/
what-is-paleospectrophony> 

3D representations of voice

Azzaro, G., 2013. Barack Obama: Next Industrial Revolution. [online] 
Available at: <http://www.gillesazzaro.com/pages/en/printing3D.htm>.


